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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this chapter is to provide some insights into advertisements on the Iranian websites. Firstly, in publisher side, is the ethic a matter of fact in accepting Internet advertisements to publish? Second, to provide a preliminary insight into the advertising of pleasant and objectionable products, which one is more? Third, what kind of the involvement (rational or emotional) used more to publish Internet advertisements? In pursuing these goals, the content of 649 ads through 205 websites and 751 ads through 138 weblogs was analyzed. Content analysis was used to verify the data. In order to avoid the miscoding of contents, two researchers conducted the analysis and Intercoder reliability used to this goal. The authors found that (1) all 649 analyzed ads in Iranian websites are belonged to ethical ads and no unethical advertisement found at websites, (2) the majority of published advertisements are belonged to “high involvement product with rational appeal”, (3) the “objectionable product ads” at Iranian weblogs (%68) was more “pleasant product ads” (%32). This study by analyzing 1400 advertisements gives managers some insights and solutions regarding to advertising on the Iranian Internet domains. These experimental evidences regarding to ethics, pleasant and objectionable products and the type of involvement in Internet advertising in Iran have attracted little research attention.
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BACKGROUND ON ADVERTISING

Before starting the study and how we can find the responses of those questions, it is necessary to speak about advertising and how it communicates with people. For this reason, in following sections we provided some ideas and quotations regarding to advertising in order to give you preliminary background on advertising. So, Advertising is an entity of concepts which marketers are be able to use to introduce products to the market, mostly based on formerly created communication. Advertising is based on two premises: the first is marketing, which attempts to communicate and establish a relationship with customers by transferring value (Darroch, 2004); the second is communication, which serves as a process to create a unified idea between a sender and a receiver (Schramm, 1995). In other words, advertising is the process of sharing concepts among people (Dibb & Sinken, 1991). However, some scholars like Richards and Curran (2002) are not agreed with this argument and stated, those processes must be termed as “advertising” that embrace “persuasion”. They believe that promotional activities without persuasive cues cannot be named as advertising. Marketing and
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communication theories have the same origins and thus reinforce each other. The combination of marketing and communication created the emergence of the new subject of marketing communication.

Advertising has been defined in many different ways. Since the definitions are based on researchers’ observational approaches, finding the best one is impossible. In order to find a definition upon which many researchers agree, a content analysis was undertaken, and the following definitions seem to be compatible with Internet advertising. Based on study which conducted by Richards & Curran (2002), “advertising is a paid non-personal communication from an identified sponsor, using mass media to persuade or influence an audience” (p. 63). It is believed that the purpose of advertising is to create an image of the product and persuade the customer to buy it. Therefore, advertising is a part of an organization’s communications policy in its marketing mix. Decisions on types of advertising formats should be made with respect to introducing a product. According to recent studies, Online advertising is an Internet-based process by which advertisers communicate, interact with, and persuade online users in order to position a brand, which allows a company to promote both consumer awareness and preference in a customized and personalized way, and decrease the time needed to make a buying decision (Hanafizadeh and Behboudi, 2012). However, the question raised here is; do the people show the same manner in facing the online ads? Of course, not, but how they do behave differently? Following parts give us some idea on this matter.

GENDER DIFFERENCES IN BEHAVIOR, ATTITUDE, AND BELIEF

One of the effective variables in forming a behavior is human nature. Any behavior of a human being is affected by rational and emotional factors like gender. Depending on their gender, human beings have different reactions toward most natural or unnatural phenomena. The Internet is not exempt from this rule. Consumers use the Internet differently depending on whether they are male or female, and these differences are observed in Internet ads as well. The users’ perception based on gender has three dimensions in advertising:

- Use patterns
- Online privacy concerns
- Behaviors (Wolin & Korgaonkar, 2003)

If users are different in their attitude, communication and behavior pattern due to their gender, it is important to consider the processes that should be utilized to assess the effectiveness of the advertising. Since appropriate evaluation of advertising effectiveness regarding gender allows the advertiser to achieve the target group with a lower cost, many studies have been published on the effectiveness of advertising with gender consideration; these show that gender differences are effective when paying attention to an advertisement. Gender is a key variable in classifying the market, and there are some factors which should be taken into account when advertising as these factors are different for males and females:

- Identifiability
- Accessibility
- Measurability
- Responding to marketing mix factors
- Profitability (Darly and Smith, 1995)

Advertisers must recognize the beliefs, attitudes and behavioral patterns based on gender and apply them in advertising design. To understand users’ beliefs, attitudes and behaviors, advertisers should focus on message content, because forming the primary framework of these behavioral...
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